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F o r e w o r d

The Annual Report which follows provides
in itself a clear indication of the volume,
breadth and depth of the Authority's activi
ties during the past twelve months.
The volume of complaints has continued to
escalate, a fact which is quite dramatically
reflected in the number of decisions issued
during the year - 144, which is 11 more than
the total (133) issued in the first three years
of the Authority's existence. It became
necessary to provide support for Dr Stace,
the Complaints Manager, and w e were
fortunate to be able to appoint Ms Phillipa
Ballard to the position of Complaints
Executive.
The most satisfying features of the year from
a personal viewpoint have been the intro
duction of first, the new violence code
which came into force on 1 January, and
secondly, the revised alcohol code which
came into force on 1 April. The former has
been acknowledged overseas as arguably
the best violence code in any country whilst
with the latter it was particularly satisfying
to have sports bodies, broadcasters and
sponsors jointly acknowledging responsibil
ity in this area by establishing a voluntary
sports code. Initial indications have been
that broadcasters are responding responsibly
to the new codes and to the first decisions
reflecting them.

fairness and accuracy in May 1994. This will
be the second seminar which the Authority
has funded, the first on violence having
been an outstanding success. With the
calibre of speakers whom we hope to have
present, w e are sure that the forthcoming
seminar will be equally successful.
Finally, I want to acknowledge the support
which I have received from everyone with
whom I have been associated during the
past year.
Our Minister the Hon. Maurice Williamson
continues to be supportive in all respects,
whilst taking care to distance himself from
any involvement in the Authority's decision
making process. These same comments are
applicable to the senior executives of the
Ministry of Commerce, with whom we
maintain a good working relationship.

A variety of valuable research has been
completed also, particularly in the area of
good taste and decency. The Authority
realises full well that attitudes here must
inevitably be subjective, and research is thus
vital to provide us with up to date informa
tion as to the degree of acceptability of
certain situations, words etc, by a wide
spread cross section of the viewing and
listening public.

I am pleased to report that Ms Joanne Morris
has recently been reappointed for a further
3 year term. Her contribution towards the
Waitangi Tribunal, the Ministerial Committee
of Inquiry into Pornography and the Author
ity itself was recognised by the award of an
O.B.E. in the 1993 New Years Honours list
and she, Ms Lindsey Dawson and Ms
Rosemary Barraclough shoulder a heavy
work load and contribute invaluably to all
areas of the Authority's work. Decisions are
arrived at by members synergistically, first
by the decision-making process and sec
ondly by perusal, comment and amendment
of drafts. No decision is issued until its
form receives unanimous approval. At the
time of publishing this report 314 decisions
have been issued, only 2 of which have
been the subject of appeal by broadcasters.
It will be noted that a number of our
decisions are majority ones, but we believe
that this is a healthy sign.

With a reduction of 5% in an already
restricted budget for the 1993/94 year,
research will inevitably suffer, but we look
forward to our national seminar on balance,

I become weary of critical comment on two
matters. The first relates to the qualifica
tions of members. Originally there were
suggestions that there were not enough

journalists appointed to the Authority today three out of four are experienced
journalists and two of those three have
lengthy experience as broadcasters and
journalists in both electronic and print
media in a variety of areas including news
and current affairs.
The second relates to the delay in issuing
decisions. This is primarily due to the
legislation under which full compliance with
the time limits provided by The Broadcast
ing Act can mean a period of four to five
months from the time a programme is

screened until a formal complaint reaches
the Authority's office. The right of appeal to
the High Court also requires broadcasters
and the Authority to ensure that their
reasoning is carefully and clearly explained
and fully documented.
My final word is for our small staff. Gail
Powell remains a loyal, able and industrious
Executive Director and her experienced and
efficient staff have worked extremely well
with her to complete an arduous year with
much satisfaction and credit.

Iain GaUaway
Chairperson

O v e r v i e w

This year, the fourth of the Authority's
existence, has again been full and
productive. The Authority announced the
revision of two codes - the violence code
and the alcohol advertising code; it began
deliberations on the allocation of parliamen

tary funds for party political advertising; it
held public consultations in Hawkes Bay; it
initiated a number of research projects and
it experienced its busiest year in respect of
formal complaints.

CHAIRPERSON

MEMBERS

MR Iain GaUaway, Q.S.O. M.B.E., A

MS Rosemary Barraclough B.A. (HONS),

DUNEDIN BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR HAS HAD

DIP JOURN, WAS A PRINT JOURNALIST IN TIMARU

MANY YEARS "BEHIND-THE-MICROPHONE" ON

AND HAMILTON WORKING BOTH AS REPORTER AND

BOTH RADIO AND TELEVISION SPORT AND CURRENT

SUB EDITOR, BEFORE LEAVING THE PAID

AFFAIRS AND ALSO IN BROADCASTING MANAGE

WORKFORCE TO BEGIN A FAMILY IN AUCKLAND.

MENT, HAVING SERVED ON THE BOARD OF THE

SHE HAS CONTINUED FULL PARTICIPATION IN THE

BROADCASTING CORPORATION OF NEW ZEALAND

AUTHORITY'S BUSINESS SINCE THE RECENT BIRTH OF

FOR SEVEN AND A HALF YEARS INCLUDING THREE

HER SECOND CHILD.

YEARS AS DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF RADIO NEW
ZEALAND. MR GAUAWAY HAS BEEN CHANCELLOR
OF THE ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF Dunedin FOR
MORE THAN THIRTY YEARS AND HAS BEEN IN
VOLVED IN NUMEROUS NATIONAL AND LOCAL
CHARITIES, BUSINESS AND SPORTING ORGANISA
TIONS. HE HAS FOUR ADULT CHILDREN. MR

MS Lindsey Dawson, AUCKLAND, HAS MORE
THAN TWENTY YEARS PRINT MEDIA EXPERIENCE
AND HAS ALSO WORKED IN PRIVATE RADIO,
TELEVISION AND PUBLIC RELATIONS. SHE WAS
FOUNDING EDITOR OF BOTH More AND Next
MAGAZINES AND IS CURRENTLY A FULL-TIME WRITER.
SHE HAS TWO ADULT CHILDREN.

GAUAWAY IS NOW SERVING HIS SECOND THREEYEAR TERM.

MS J o a n n e Morris, O.B.E., LL.M (HONS),
FORMERLY A SENIOR LAW LECTURER AT VICTORIA
UNIVERSITY IN WELLINGTON IS CURRENTLY A
MEMBER OF THE WAITANGI TRIBUNAL. SHE
CHAIRED THE 1988 MINISTERIAL COMMITTEE OF
INQUIRY INTO PORNOGRAPHY. MS MORRIS, WHO
HAS TWO YOUNG CHILDREN, HAS COMPLETED FOUR
YEARS OF SERVICE ON THE AUTHORITY AND HAS
BEEN REAPPOINTED FOR ANOTHER THREE YEARS.
EXTENDED AUTHORITY
MESSRS David Beatson, (NOMINATED BY THE
PRIME MINISTER) AND Lloyd Falck, (NOMI
NATED BY THE LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION) HAVE
BEEN REAPPOINTED TO THE AUTHORITY FOR
MATTERS RELATED TO THE ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
AND TIME FOR PARTY POLITICAL ADVERTISING UNDER
THE PROVISIONS OF PART VI OF THE BROADCASTING
ACT.

C O M P L A I N T S

number of decisions involving TVNZ has

VOLUME OF COMPLAINTS
The number of decisions issued has been
the outstanding feature of this financial year.

increased from 64% to 73%. The proportion
of decisions arising from TV3's programmes,
17%, is virtually unchanged, whereas the

The Authority issued 144 decisions - 11
more than the entire number (133) issued in

proportion arising from radio broadcasts has
more than halved, from approximately 20%

the first three years of the Authority's

to 8%.

existence.
As its resources have not increased, the
Authority has had to increase its efficiency

Distribution of Complaints by
Broadcaster

to cope with the burgeoning
73%

workload. Procedures have been
set up to share the work equitably
among members. In addition,
when the opportunity arose to
replace the research officer, work

OTHER RADIO

loads were redistributed to give
more resources to the complaints area.

The number of complaints upheld (in full or

Members have spent many hours between

in part) has decreased slightly and now

meetings assessing complaints and draft

averages a little less than one in three.

decisions and staff have worked hard to

While the proportion of complaints alleging

ensure that complaints are dealt with

a breach of the balance or fairness require

expeditiously and well. However, the

ments has remained much the same over

number of formal complaints cannot con

the past two years, complaints which allege

tinue to increase at a similar rate each year

a breach of good taste and decency show

without serious repercussions.

an increase over the past year from 29% to

It has been suggested that the number of

36% of all decisions.

complaints will stabilise, if not reduce, with

Subject of Complaints

the recent removal of the BSA's jurisdiction
over advertisements. However the Authority
is a little sceptical of this view given the
public's apparent increasing interest in

GOOD TASTE AND DECENCY
BALANCE, FAIRNESS, ACCURACY
ALCOHOL ADVERTISING

maintaining standards on television in

VIOLENCE H 5%

particular, and its growing awareness of the

SEXISM/RACISM 12%

Authority's complaints role. Although

PRIVACY 12%

determining formal complaints is a major
priority and the quasi-judicial aspect of the
Authority's work limits its advocacy role in
the development of standards, the Authority
would be concerned should the increasing
complaints workload undermine its ability to
carry out its other important functions.
ANALYSIS OF DECISIONS

A significant number of the good taste and
decency complaints referred to episodes of
the two series of Sex broadcast by Channel
Two between 9.30 and 10.30pm weekly
from August to October 1992 and March to
May 1993. The research commissioned by
the Authority to assist it in dealing with this
type of complaint is discussed later in this

Television New Zealand (TVNZ) continues

report.

to be the subject of most complaints and the
While the Broadcasting Act allows broad-

casters up to 60 working days to reply to a
complainant, the Authority has sought their
co-operation and most seem to be speeding
up their complaints processes. There is no
statutory time limit imposed upon the
Authority and its initial self-imposed limit of
60 working days from the receipt of final
comments was changed last year to a tight
40 working days. The Authority has come
close to achieving this target, averaging 42
working days from receipt of the final
comments to release of the decision.
Appendix I lists all the decisions issued this
financial year.
PRIVACY
Privacy continues to be regarded by the
Authority as an area of great importance,
particularly in view of the s.4(l)(c) require
ment in the Act that broadcasters maintain
standards consistent with the privacy of the

individual. The procedure laid down in the
Act allows complainants citing privacy
grounds to complain directly to the Author
ity, unlike the procedure for any other
ground for complaint. Furthermore, should
a breach of privacy be substantiated, the
Authority may order the broadcaster to pay
compensation up to $5,000. However, out
of 144 complaints determined, only 3 cited
privacy as the primary ground of complaint
which, the Authority is pleased to say,
indicates an encouraging measure of
responsibility on the part of broadcasters.
The Authority is aware that the privacy area
is one where legal precedents are limited
and, until the parameters of a tort of privacy
are legally established, it will continue to
advance the privacy principles included in
the Advisory Opinion issued to broadcasters
in 1992.
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BASIS OF COMPLAINT
(1991 - 1992 FIGURES IN BRACKETS)
TOTAL

Declined
Upheld (all or in part)
Declined Jurisdiction
Complaint Withdrawn

101
(51)
43
(25)
8
(5)
8
(7)
Alcohol Advertising

Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

42
10

3

(1)

-

(")

34
17

(17)
(5)

2
(2)
5
(3)
Other
1
-

(17)
(10)

Privacy

Violence

18
(12)
9
(3)
Racism

Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

Balance/Unfair
Inaccurate Reporting

Good Taste & Decency
(including lanugagc)

(1)
(2)

1
2

(1)
(1)
Sexism

-

(-)
(1)

Eight orders were made by the Authority. Five related to complaints about balance, fairness and accuracy and required the
broadcast of a statement. Two related to privacy and awarded compensation of $750 and $2,500 respectively. A further one
related to a complaint about fairness and costs of $1,250 were ordered by the Authority to the complainant.

ADVERTISING DECISIONS
TOTAL

Alcohol

Declined

23 (15)

18 (12)

Upheld (all or in part)

11

(5)

9

Political

Product

(3)

5

(3)

2

(2)

-

(-)
(-)

BY BROADCASTER AND PROGRAMME
TVNZ
Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

TOTAL

NEWS

71 (36)
34 (12)

11
6

(4)
(-)

TV3
Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

ERONTLINE
2
1

(6)
(1)

60 MINUTES
21
4

(7)
(5)

2

(1)
(-)

6
-

(4)
(3)

3
-

3
3

(3)
(5)

(1)
(-)

4

(2)

1

(")

2
-

(1)
(2)

HOLMES
8
12

(7)
(2)

VDVERTISING

TALK
BACK

DOCU
MENTARY

14
5

(9)
(3)

9
-

(-)
(1)

6

(2)

2

(1)

1

(-)

-

(-)

OTHER
27 (10)
10 (5)

NIGHTLINE
1
-

(1)
(1)

6
2

(-)
(2)

CTV
Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

(1)
(-)

2

RNZ
Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

2

1

(3)
(2)

(1)
(1)

Private and Other Radio
Declined
Upheld (all or in part)

1
-

(1)
(1)

1
1

(")
(2)

1
2

(1)
(2)

C o d e

r e v i e w s

VIOLENCE CODE
Television violence continues to be the
overwhelming concern of New Zealand
television viewers. In its latest public
opinion survey, the Authority repeated a
key question asked in two earlier surveys in
1990 and 1992: "What concerns you, if
anything, about what you see on television?"
Violence was mentioned, as in the two
previous surveys, far more often than any
other factor. A total of 43% of respondents
claimed they were concerned about the
amount of violence portrayed on television,
more than double the percentage for any
other issue.
As reported last year, the Authority worked
closely with broadcasters and interested
groups in developing a new violence code.
It was announced in November 1992 and
became effective on 1 January 1993. The
Authority is pleased with the code which
resulted from the combined effort and co
operation of all concerned. The New
Zealand code was mentioned several times
by participants at a recent Canadian Interna
tional Colloquium on Television Violence as
being a good example of a fair, comprehen
sive and effective code for regulating
violence on television.
It is still too early to determine whether it
has made an obvious difference in program
ming. Nevertheless it has certainly resulted
in the Authority upholding a greater propor
tion of the still small number of violence
complaints. The code acknowledges a
number of different factors including:
• cumulative effect of ivpcated violence
• adult viewing time versus family and
children's viewing time
• realistic: versus farcical violence
• contextual versus gratuitous violence
• parental responsibility and consumer
choice

The Authority's Executive Director was
invited by the Canadian Government (at its
expense) to be a panel member at an
International Colloquium on Television
Violence held in Montreal during April. Its
purpose was to share ideas and facilitate
contacts between regulating bodies in
western nations so that a concerted effort
can be made internationally to reduce
television violence. There appears to be
growing concern about this issue world
wide and producers and broadcasters are
reported to be moving away from "hard
action" programmes towards more family
viewing. The Authority welcomes this
move. It also supports the efforts of New
Zealand lobby groups to raise public
awareness concerning the potential impact
of prolonged viewing of excessive violence.
ALCOHOL CODE
The second major code review completed
this year was the assessment of the alcohol
code which had come into effect 1 February
1992. When the new code was introduced,
the Chairperson said it would be reviewed
after the first six months to ensure that it
was operating satisfactorily and to see if any
fine-tuning was required. The basic princi
ple of whether brand advertising of alcohol
should be permitted on radio and television
was not considered because that question
will be reviewed at the end of the first two
years i.e. in the first half of 1994.
Public opinion research
To help it assess the new liquor promotion
code, the Authority commissioned a public
opinion survey of 504 people, conducted in
July 1992 in the three major centres. The
survey revealed very little public concern
about alcohol advertising. A standard
unprompted question was asked first: "Are
there any aspects of what is shown on
television which concern you at all? If so,
what in particular are you concerned
about?" Alcohol advertising was mentioned

by only 1.2%, a similar number to the 1990
and 1993 response. Even when prompted
only 32% of the sample were at all con
cerned about alcohol advertising.
When those respondents were asked why
they were concerned, a number of answers
were given. The most common was that
they felt that alcohol advertising encourages
young people to drink and the second
highest response was similar - that it glam
orises alcohol. The survey tried to find out
if people were aware of any changes to
alcohol advertising over the past six months,
(i.e. since the introduction of brand advertis
ing) and less than half the sample appeared
to be aware of any changes. Although most
thought that alcohol promotion did not
stand out, compared with other categories
of advertising, 69% believed that there
should be more advertising of moderation
messages.
Submissions
Although alcohol advertising does not seem
to be high on the list of public concerns, the
Authority acknowledges that the advertising
of alcohol on television and radio is a
sensitive subject and accordingly it has
invested considerable time and resources in
working with the appropriate people, first to
develop and latterly to fine-tune the code
for liquor promotion. The Authority widely
advertised its interest in receiving submis
sions and 38 formal submissions came in
from a broad cross-section of both individu
als and groups. It also examined informa
tion from broadcasters regarding the amount
of alcohol advertising broadcast and the
educational campaign related to the
appropriate use of alcohol.
Changes to the Code
The Authority's chief concern was that the
existing code consisted of three separate
parts, and was confusing and difficult to
understand. It recommended that all the
rules and standards be incorporated into
one document which was easily understood
and implemented. Several areas needed
some modification. These included the

association of drinking and driving, the
saturation of sponsorship credits, contrived
incidental promotions and implied immod
erate consumption.
The Authority spent considerable time
ensuring that the minor changes it recom
mended were discussed thoroughly with
broadcasters and an agreement was
reached. There was some concern about
the proposed changes to the standard
dealing with "incidental advertising" and the
New Zealand Sports Assembly approached
the Authority with a proposal that the
Assembly co-ordinate the development of a
voluntary sports code to be endorsed by
advertisers, broadcasters and sporting
bodies. A consensus was finally achieved
amongst these groups and this useful and
constructive code was acknowledged in the
new amended code which became effective
on 1 April 1993. The Authority pays tribute
to everyone who co-operated in the code's
development and it accepts that those
involved are sincere in their commitment to
ensure that it is effective.
The Authority agreed with the concern of
some pro-health groups that the education
messages were messages only for modera
tion and that there was an absence of "no
alcohol" messages. Consequently it re
quired that "no alcohol" messages be
included in the education campaign which
broadcasters provide free to the value of
$1,000,000 each year on both radio and
television.

D a t a

G a t h e r i n g

G o o d T a s t e and D e c e n c y
More than a third of the Authority's deci
sions in the last year related to complaints
about good taste and decency issues - well
up from four years ago when only 16%
concerned good taste and decency. The
Authority recognises that good taste and
decency is a subjective matter relating to
individual beliefs and values. Because
public opinion is an important component
of the Authority's understanding of good
taste and decency matters, it continually
seeks, through a variety of approaches, to
keep in touch with community views.
Good taste and decency was a main focus
in local consultations held in Hawkes Bay
last October and has been the subject of
several research reports commissioned by
the Authority.
Qualitative r e s e a r c h o n a p r o g r a m m e
f r o m t h e Sex s e r i e s

P u b l i c O p i n i o n o n G o o d T a s t e and
Decency
In order to understand how many people
shared the views which had been identified,
the Authority issued a brief to a number of
research companies for a nationwide public
opinion survey. AGB McNair was selected
and 990 adults in nine centres throughout
the country were interviewed in June/July
1993- The Authority repeated the same
question asked in two other public opinion
surveys regarding what concerns, if any,
television viewers have. As was true in
1990 and 1992, the overwhelming majority
(43%) answered "television violence". The
second highest number complained about
the number of advertisements (20%).
However, it can be seen from the table
below that if all of those factors, apart from
violence, which are loosely considered to be
good taste and decency matters (bad
language, sex and morality issues) are
combined - a total of 44% respondents said
that they are concerned about the traditional
good taste and decency issues.

Shortly after TVNZ started screening the first
series on Sex, the Authority began receiving
complaints and it decided to commission an
in-depth study of viewers' reactions. Mr
"First, are there any aspects of what is
Chris Watson, a lecturer in the Education
shown on television which concern you
Department at Massey University, was
at all? IF YES: What in particular
are
commissioned to hold a series of focused
you concerned
about?"
discussions on one of the programmes with
ten groups organised on the
basis of age and other socio
VO
ILENCE
SEXS
IMS/TEREOTYPN
IG
3
43
economic factors. The
TOO MANY ADVERTS
IEMENTS
20
TABLOD
IS/LEAZY JOURNALSIM
3
report of those group
NUDITYS/EX SCENES
ILIIT NOT ENOUGH WZ CONTENT
2
discussions has been
BAD LANGUAGE
11
QUALT
IY OF PROGRAMMES
2
invaluable to the Authority
UNACCEPTABLE MORAL STANDARDS 5
TOO MANY GAME SHOWS
2
in determining complaints
UNSUT
IABLE TM
IN
IG OF PROGRAMMES 5
TOO MANY SOAPS
2
on such programmes.
TOO MUCH AMERC
IAN CONTENT 5
VO
ILENT
S/ENSATO
INAL
2
TOO MUCH SPORT
5
RACS
IM
2
Essentially all groups
ALCOHOL ADVERTS
IN
IGS/PONSORSHP
I
LACK OF VARE
ITY
C
/HOC
IE
2
accepted that there was a
VO
ILENT CHL
IDREN
S' PROGRAMMES 3
TOO MANY REPEATS
2
place for frank and open
discussions regarding sexual
A
(BBREVA
ITED TABLE)
behaviour on television but
The Authority also wanted to know what
they "drew the line" at varying points.
ordinary viewers and listeners consider to
be good taste and decency matters. The
survey revealed that violence was the
greatest good taste and decency concern, a
surprise finding for some people but not the
Authority.
0/

0/

